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a b s t r a c t

We report here the electrical conductivities measurements of Zn1�xFexO ceramic samples with various x

values (0.00pxp0.50). The measurements are made in both high and low temperature cases

(300KpTp523K) and (20KpTp300K), respectively. Furthermore, the electrical conductivity data

are well enough to calculate the activation energies Ea for the considered samples. The character of the

conductivities curves is not absolutely symmetric to the response of temperature in both cases.

Interestingly, two jumps are observed only in the conductivity curves at low temperatures. The onset

temperatures of these jumps are increased by Fe up to 0.30, followed by a decrease at Fe ¼ 0.50. At

constant Fe content, the conductivities are found to be increased over the temperature range in both

cases. While, these values are decreased with the increase in the Fe content up to Fe ¼ 0.50. The

conductivity character is divided into discrete regions over the temperature range corresponding to

different activation energies. In high temperature case, the values of Ea are increased with increasing Fe

up to 0.30, followed by a decrease at 0.50. While, in low temperature cases, the values of Ea are generally

increased with increasing Fe up to 0.50. Our results are discussed in terms of potential barrier, donor

concentration, point defects and adsorption–desorption of oxygen which are affected by Fe doping in

ZnO ceramic system.

& 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Zinc oxide (ZnO) based varistor exhibits strong n-type

conductivity with the electrons to move in the conduction band

as charge carriers. Typical ZnO based varistor is a very complex

chemical system containing several different dopants [1–6]. The

electrical properties of ZnO are dependent on the composition and

on microstructural characteristics, such as grain size, density,

morphology and the distribution of second phases. The effect of

dopants on the electrical properties of ZnO varistor has been

investigated by several researchers [7–13]. It has been observed

that the region of nonlinearity of Al doped ZnO can be extended to

higher applied fields and consequently the conductivity of ZnO

grains is improved [12]. While the conductivity of ZnO has

decreased by the doping of both Co, Mn and Cu dopants, and the

samples still showed a semiconductor behavior [12,13].

Although, there are few reports on the doping elements in the

ZnO varistor, the effects of some dopants such as Fe on the

electrical conductivity of ZnO varistor still remain unclear. This is

because the doping effects have been studied in quite different

systems under different experimental conditions. Therefore, it is

necessary to investigate the Fe independently in a systematic way

to understand the role of Fe doping in the electrical conductivity

of ZnO varistor. Recently, Sedky et al. [14] have presented in detail

the effects of Fe doping on structural and I–V characteristics of

ZnO samples. It is found that the addition of Fe improved the

nonlinear properties of ZnO varistor and the electrical barriers

could be formed. In this work, the temperature effect electrical

conductivity is investigated on the same batch of samples. The

measurements of electrical conductivity are performed in both

high and low temperature cases, respectively. From electrical

conductivity measurements the activation energies are calculated

and discussed for all samples.

2. Experimental details

Samples of the series Zn1�xFexO with various x values are

synthesized by using conventional solid state reaction method.

The powders of ZnO and Fe2O3 (Aldrich 99.999 purity) are

thoroughly mixed in required proportions and calcined at 900 1C

in air for a period of 12h. The resulting powders are ground,

mixed, and pressed into disks of 1 cm diameter and 0.5 cm thick.

Two disks are made for each composition. The pellets are then

sintered at 1000 1C for a period of 8h. Finally, one set of samples

are quenched from sintering temperature down to room

temperature, while the other is left in the furnace and slowly
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cooled to room temperature. The dc electrical resistivity measure-

ments at high temperature (300–523K) are measured with an

electrometer (model 6517, Keithley) and 5kV dc power supply.

High quality silver paint is used on the samples surfaces for

electrical contacts. While the dc electrical resistivity measure-

ments at low temperatures (20KpTp300K) are measured in

closed cycle refrigerator (Cryomech compressor package with

cryostat Model 810-1812212, USA) within the range of 20–300K.

Nanovoltameter Keithley 2182, current source Keithley 6220 and

temperature controller 9700 (0.001K resolution) are used in this

experiment.

3. Discussion

3.1. Background

It is well known that electrical conductivity of ZnO samples is

controlled by the intrinsic defects generated at high temperature

and also by the presence of dopants, either specifically added to

the materials or not. During the cooling of the samples, the defects

tend to migrate to the grain boundaries and annihilated (intrinsic
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Fig. 1. (a) Electrical conductivity versus 1000/T for quenched Zn1�xFexO samples at

high temperatures: HT quenching and (b) electrical conductivity versus 1000/T for

slowly cooled Zn1�xFexO samples at high temperatures: HT slow cooling.

Table 1

Ea versus Fe content at high temperature for Zn1�xFex samples in both quenching and slow cooling.

Fe content Ea (I) eV (300–325K) Ea (II) eV (330–390K) Ea (III) eV (395–460K) Ea (IV) eV (460–525K)

Quenching

0.00 0.08 0.08 0.27 0.28

0.05 0.14 0.05 0.35 0.36

0.10 0.41 0.08 0.61 0.62

0.30 1.00 0.18 0.74 0.75

0.50 0.73 0.05 0.17 0.18

Slow cooling

0.00 0.33 �0.07 0.43 0.43

0.05 0.34 �0.16 0.29 0.00

0.10 0.89 �0.58 0.81 0.00

0.30 2.46 �0.18 1.25 0.12

0.50 1.68 0.24 0.65 0.18
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Fig. 2. (a) Activation energy versus Fe content for Zn1�xFexO quenched samples at

high temperatures: HT quenching and (b) activation energy versus Fe content for

Zn1�xFexO slowly cooled samples at high temperatures: HT slow cooling.
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defects) or to be exsolved if their solubility limit is attained

(extrinsic effects). This migration process is normally slow and is

thermally activated, meaning that at some temperatures, not

much lower than the sintering one, only the defects near the grain

boundaries are effectively eliminated. The resulting concentration

profiles considerably affect the electrical properties of ZnO

varistor [12,15]. In order to avoid this process, samples are

quenched from sintering temperature down to room temperature.

On doing this, we can assume that at room temperature the

defects are homogeneously distributed in the material, and their

concentration are the same as those at the sintering temperature,

except for electrons and holes which can readily diffuse at room

temperature. For a comparison, another set of samples are left in

the furnace for slow cooling. After doing this step, the resistivity

versus temperature measurements is performed in both high and

low temperature case. The values of resistivity are used for

calculating the electrical conductivity of the considered samples

in both quenching and slow cooling.

3.2. High temperature measurements

Fig. 1(a and b) shows the variation of dc electrical conductivity

Ln s of pure and Fe doped ZnO samples with temperature as 1000/

T (300KpTp525K) in both quenching and slow cooling. It is clear

that the conductivity decreased with the increase in the Fe

content in both cases, while the conductivity is increased

significantly with temperature and became considerably higher

than its values at room temperature. There is a curvature in the

conductivity curves observed at 325K for all Fe doped samples.

However, it was observed that the densities of Fe doped ZnO

samples decreased with increasing Fe content [14]. This means

that Fe doping produce a large amount of pores which may be the

main reason for the significant decrease in the conductivity of the

considered samples. On the other hand, the solid solution of Fe in

ZnO samples may become the main influencing factor on the

increasing of conductivity with temperature at constant Fe

content [15]. It is well known that the trivalent ion can be

dissolved in ZnO, acts as a shallow donor and should increase the

conductivity of ZnO [7,16]. Anyhow, the results of conductivities

showed that when Fe is dissolved in ZnO, it behaves as a deep

donor and depresses the concentrations of the intrinsic donors at

sintering temperatures. When the samples either quenched or

slowly cooled, the concentrations of intrinsic donors at room

temperature are also lowered [15,20–23]. In this way, the room

temperature electrical conductivity is lowered by the presence of

Fe doping. With increasing temperature the Fe deep donors may

start to ionize, resulting in an increase in the room temperature

conductivity. Furthermore, with increasing temperature, the

concentrations of native defects, namely the intrinsic donors’

defects, increase which results in the increase of the conductivity.

Anyhow, many researchers have studied the effects of 3d

transition metal impurities on the electrical conductivity of ZnO

varistor. They investigate that these metals could enhance the
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excess oxygen concentration in the grain boundary region and a

potential barrier is formed preferentially [17–19]. Therefore, the

electrical conductivity of the Fe doped ZnO samples is apparently

lower than that of the undoped ZnO, and the grain boundary is

more resistive than the grain. Then Fe can be used in the ZnO

varistor to build up the potential barrier in the grain boundary, in

agreement with our previous investigation [14].

The conductivity–temperature dependence is subjected to the

conventional relation;

s ¼ s0eð�Ea=kTÞ (1)

where s and s0 are the electrical conductivities at temperatures

T and 0K, respectively. Within the temperature range selected for

the conductivity measurements, it is possible to distinguish

discrete regions corresponding to different activation energies.

The character is divided into four regions over the temperature

intervals as follows; (300KpTp330K), (330KpTp390K),

(390KpTp450K) and (450KpTp525K), respectively. The values

of the activation energy for all samples are calculated from the

slope of each plot by using the above logarithmic relation. The

different values of Ea are listed in Table 1.

Also, the variation of the activation energy with Fe content for

the above different regions is shown in Fig. 2(a,b). This figure

show simple curves which are identical in both quenching and

slow cooling for each particular case. However, these curves are

not absolutely symmetric to the response of high temperature

range (300–525K), suggesting that the high values of Ea at low

temperature could be observed. The activation energy for pure

ZnO samples obtained in this study is close to (0.1–0.4 eV). It is

noteworthy that Fe increased the Ea of ZnO pure sample to higher

values. The optimum value of Fe content corresponding to higher

Ea is found to be 0.30. The values of Ea are decreased around this

value. However, in Schottky-type barrier, the resistivity is related

to the electron concentration in the bulk and to the barrier height

FB as, FBp (n/FB)
1/2. A diminution in the resistivity could then be

ascribed to an increase in the potential barrier height, to a

decrease in the donor concentration or eventually, to both

phenomena occurring simultaneously. Therefore, the effective

activation energy as well as the potential barrier height is raised

when Fe is incorporated to the barrier formation at the

grain–grain interface. When the Fe doping is increased, the Ea is

significantly raised; observation that would account for the

arising of atomic defects electrically active at grain boundary

arises that heightens the potential barrier; in agreement with our

previous work [14]. On the other hand, it is noted that the values

of Ea for slowly cooled samples are higher than that of quenching.

3.3. Low temperature measurements

Fig. 3(a and b) shows the variation of dc electrical conductivity

Ln s of pure and Fe doped ZnO samples with temperature as 1000/T

(20KpTp300K) in both quenching and slow cooling. The lower

conductivity which is observed by Fe doping can be understood as

the consequence of high porosity and small grain size. The jumps

observed in the conductivity curves can be related with the

process of adsorption–desorption of oxygen. This jump practically

disappears in ZnO pure samples. This can be related with a high

porosity responsible for a better oxygen adsorption which

increases the intergranular barrier heights origination a lower

conductivity. Fig. 3(c) shows the variation of the onset tempera-

ture Ton1 of the first jump as a function of Fe content in both

quenching and slow cooling. It is observed that Ton1 increased by

increasing Fe from 0.00 up to 0.30, followed by a decrease at

Fe ¼ 0.50. Similar behavior could be observed for the Ton2 of the

second jump, see Fig. 3(d). Also, the values of onset temperatures

are found to be higher in quenched samples than in slowly cooled

samples. However, the behaviors of these jumps against Fe

content are typically recorded by the authors for the nonlinear

coefficients based on the same batch of samples [14]. We

associated this modified behavior to the creation of point defects

due to solid solution of Fe in to the host lattice. Excluding the

jumps, the character of conductivity shown in Fig. 3 is divided

into four different regions over the temperature intervals as

follows; (175KpTp300K), (120KpTp175K), (60KpTp120K)

and (15KpTp60K), respectively.

It is interesting to mention that conductivity is slightly lower

for slowly cooled samples than quenched samples. This behavior

may be related to the shape of the intergranular Schottky barrier.

Indeed, these barriers are expected to be wider in samples slowly

cooled than in those that are quenched [24]. It is known that

defects are mostly oxygen vacancies and Zn interstitials [25,26].

Since the measured conductivity is higher for quenched samples,

the oxygen vacancies may be higher in slowly cooled samples.

Then, the Zn interstitials must be the dominant defect controlling

the sample conductivity. The low concentration values of

electrically active defects in slowly cooled samples gives rise to

a wide depletion layer. However, it has been reported that oxygen

is mostly adsorbed at low temperatures in ZnO varistor at the end

of the cooling process when the Schottky barriers are already

formed [27,28]. So, the strong field at grain boundaries in

quenched samples helps oxygen in diffusion. Fig. 4(a,b) shows

the variation of the activation energy with Fe content for the

above regions. Similar values of Ea are listed in Table 2. It is

noteworthy that the behavior of Ea at low temperature is identical

in both quenching and slow cooling. But the values of the Ea of

quenched samples are higher than slowly cooled samples, which
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indicate that the grain size response to the temperature variation

is more suitable in slow cooling that quenching.

4. Conclusion

The electrical conductivity measurements of Zn1�xFexO cera-

mic samples are reported in both high and low temperature case.

Furthermore, the activation energies are calculated from the

conductivity curves for the considered samples. Generally, the

conductivities are increased over the temperature range selected

in both cases. While, these values are decreased with the increase

in the Fe content up to Fe ¼ 0.50. In high temperature case, the

values of Ea are increased with increasing Fe up to 0.30, followed

by a decrease at 0.50. While in low temperature case, the values of

Ea are generally increased with increasing Fe up to 0.50. We

believe that potential barrier, donor concentration, point defects

and adsorption–desorption of oxygen are the main reasons which

are controlling the conductivity of ZnO ceramic system.
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Table 2

Ea versus Fe content at low temperature for Zn1�xFex samples in both quenching

and slow cooling.

Fe content Ea (I) eV

(300–175K)

Ea (II) eV

(175–120K)

Ea (III) eV

(120–60K)

Ea (IV) eV

(60–15K)

Quenching

0.00 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.001

0.05 0.023 0.012 0.012 0.000

0.10 0.034 0.015 0.002 0.000

0.30 0.041 0.021 0.006 0.001

0.50 0.049 0.032 0.016 0.002

Slow cooling

0.00 0.012 0.007 0.017 0.000

0.05 0.018 0.014 0.014 0.000

0.10 0.040 0.018 0.003 0.001

0.30 0.049 0.021 0.003 0.001

0.50 0.044 0.027 0.009 0.001
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